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The following is the Department of Defense Indo-Pacific Strategy Report, released on June 1, 2019. From the Indo-Pacific report it is the Department of Defense's priority. The United States is a Pacific nation; we are linked to our indo-Pacific neighbors through humble ties to shared history, culture, trade, and values. We have a sustainable commitment to sustaining a free and open Indo-Pacific where all
nations, big and small, are safer in their underground and able to pursue economic growth consistent with accepting the international rules, normal, and principles of fair competition. The continuity of our shared strategic vision is uninterrupted despite an increasingly complex security environment. Inter-state strategic competition, defined by geolitic rivalry between free and impressive world order visions, is
the main concern for U.S. national security. In particular, the People's Republic of China, under the leader of the Chinese Communist Party, is seeking to restore the region to its advantage by leaving military modernization, influence operations, and predatory economies to force other nations. In contrast, defense departments support the choice that promotes long-term peace and prosperity for all in the
Indo-Pacific. We will not accept policies or actions that threaten or conserve the international order based on the international order – an order that benefits all nations. We are committed to defending and entertain those shared values. The National Security Strategy and National Defense Strategy co- speculate our vision to compete, deter, and win in this environment. Achieving this vision requires
combining a more gasket strength with a more robust contingent of Allies and partners. Increased investment in these imperatives will sustain U.S. influence in the region to ensure favorable power balance and protect the free and open international order. This Department of Defense 2019 Indo-Pacific Strategy Report (IPSR) affirms the U.S. enduring commitment to stability and prosperity in the region in
the pursuit of preparation, partnership, and promotion of a network region. Preparation – Achieving peace of strength and effective deterrence staff requires a Joint Force prepared to contain any conflict within its devices. The department, along with our allies and partners, will ensure our credible combat forces advance in the region. In addition, the Joint Force will be investment priorities that ensure the fact
against high-end adversaries. Partnership – Our unique network of Allies and partners is a multiplying force to achieve peace, deterrence, and war interoperable capabilities. The department will strengthen its commitment to establishing alliances and partnerships, while also expanding and deepening relations with new partners who share our respect for sovereignty, just and reciprocal trade, and the rule of
law. Promotion of a Network Region - The Department is and involves Alliance Alliance alliances and associations within a network security architecture to uphold the international order based on the international order. The department also continues to cultivate intra-African security relations can deterre aggression, maintain stability, and ensure free access to common domains. Advancing this vision of the
Indo-Pacific requires an integrated effort that recognizes the critical links between economy, governance, and security – all fundamental elements that form the region's competitive scenery. [sign] Patrick M. Shanahan Acting Secretary of Defense download the document here. Adversaries Anticipate, this weekend, the Department of Haitian Defense Department (DOD) released many-anticipates in the
Indo-Pacific Strategy Report (IPSR) to coincide with the debut appearance of the U.S. Currently Defense Secretary Patrick Shanahan in 2019 iteration of Shangri-La dialogue (SLD), resumes Asia's security. While the IPSR certainly represents a key inflection point in the development of the Free and Open Indo-Pacific (FOIP) concept and deserves credit for hitting many of the right notes, the uncertainty to
stay with respect and how each of the three lines of efforts are described in the document will actually be translated from ritoric facts in the next few years. Since the latest iteration of the SLD, where Defense Secretary James Mattis has elaborate on the U.S. approach to a free and open Indo-Pacific, U.S. administration. President Donald Trump began translating the Indo-Pacific Strategy (FOIP) into more
concrete initiatives through which officials were articulated as three pillars – security, economy, and governance. One of the much-anticipated developments related to the security pillar was released to expectations of the IPSR that would clearly articulate how wider documentation such as the National Security Strategy and National Defense Strategy would apply for Asia as well as more clearly lay out how
the Pentagon would approach the region in the next few years. Sure enough, after some delays and amid some changes in U.S. policy, including Mattis's departure, the report was released as expected to coincide with Shanahan's inaugural address at the SLD on Saturday. While the simultaneous roll has raised some complications – whether it be the fixation among some participants about the contract
between Shanahan's speech and the strategy itself, or confusion among others about why the UNITED States. The government was not clearer and explicitly explained the rational for the distribution of the war – the ISPR launch was however significantly not only as one of the key title developments in SLD 2019, but also as another inflection point development of the FOIP. Seen in that longer-term,
political outlook, the IPSR itself is remarkable as a document in terms of what it says about where FOIP stands today as well as how the Pentagon is looking at it and bidding on applying it in the coming years. In terms of where FOIP is today, there has clearly been a refinement of the it relative to where it began, with a case to point out that the evolution from general definition to free and open to four
specific principles under FOIP – respect for sovereignty and independence; peaceful resolution of disputes; free, just, and reciprocal trade; and adherence to international regulations and standards. And in terms of how DOD plans on turning this from ritoric to reality, while IPSR framing familiarity to a range of areas about what Washington plans on doing itself as well as what it does with allies and partners,
it sets out three allied lines of effort – preparation; partnerships; and promoting a network region – which starts setting out the effective for how this will be operationalized over time. Nget brephern on the story of the week, and developing the stories to watch across Asia-Pacific.Get the Newsletter overall, the IPSR itself hit the right notes, which reflects the incorporation of feedback both in the Haitian
government as well as beyond it since FOIP was launched. It clearly sets out Washington's historic indo-Pacific region as well as the region's contemporary meaning as a cast for the pentagon's need to focus on Asia – labeling it the theatrical priorities of the opening sentence of the sentence of the report. He put allies and partners at the heart of the U.S. strategy, directly addressing concerns about a
potential lack of inclusive during his incessption. And though this is technically just one the U.S. agency's perspective on FOIP, the Pentagon has gone to great length to highlight the all-of-government nature of thinking about the Indo-Pacific Pacific as it has been articulating in recent years, whether it be in the frame of comprehensive U.S. interest in the region as a priority theater or the multifaceted nature
of threats faced – laid out as China's , Russia, North Korea, and transnational threats - following other U. S. political documents such as the Pentagon's latest annual report on Chinese military power. Enjoy this item? Click here to subscribe for full access. Just $5 a month. That said, how early we are in the process, there is still skeptical about how each of the three aspects that are being described will face
their own challenges in being translated from ritoric to reality. In terms of preparation, the article of specific fitness investments and posture changes that the DOD will undertake to address these challenges the Indo-Pacific is encouraging in that it puts more meat on the bones of the U.S. side. regional defense strategies, and comprehensive limitations provide the sensitivity of some of the information. But
the true for this lie in the coming years, both in terms of whether future US budgets will actually see a key priority in the Indo-Pacific as a priority theater and whether the Trump administration can sustain a focus on Asia amid rising challenges elsewhere in the world. Regional skeptics on this front will be extra difficult to ease considering the distraction of the United States in the Middle East while rebellion of
George W. Bush as well as the concrete issues that resume the Obama administration.'' With respect to partnerships, completely wide disposal of the IPSR on a range of allies and partners is promising – is it the explicit inclusion of extraordinary allies such as UK, France, and Canada in endo-Pacific's vision or the emphasis on the Pacific island as an area to increase DOD attention in Southeast Asia and
the Indian Ocean. But at the same time, it also beliefs the difficulties continue that the U.S. government has faced in practice in linking some countries – including some existing partners – to directly contribute to the advancement of FOIP for various reasons, whether encompassing their own or who do not want to invest in their defense or discord that has aspects of the Trump administration's policy which
themselves seem to submit principles that must govern a free and open Indo-Pacific , such as feelings of protection or realm about aspects of international rules and international agreements. Unless these dynamics are changing, they will continue to continue through which partners will truly and sustainable to invest in FOIP, including in these very basic and specific things Shanahan listed in his SLD
address as carefully considering defense sales and providing access for competence. Regarding promoting a network region, the IPSR is encouraging in that it continues to build on a progression in US defense policy where more historically rigid design hub and -spokespersons have gradually given ways for more comprehensive and flexible networks that better reflect today's sexual environment – if one
calls it a principle security network as laid out during the Obama administration or the network security architecture of IPSR. But it's easier to restore a network so much easier than that. Building alliances in the world's largest trilateral can be difficult, as the case of the United States-South Korea-Japan dialogue demonstrates trilateral cooperation, while continuing to advance a comprehensive approach to
alignment can be difficult to sustain when persisting perception that strengthening one aspect of the network may come at the expense of another – with an example being the lengering concerns about the effect of Quad Assembly on ASEAN Centralities , despite the political adjustment of the United States that has taken place recently. China's cultivation of its own regional security partnership also left the
question about how this could affect the future direction of a U.S.-led network, and a risk States that lean closer to Beijing can choose to be more reluctant on their levels of participation either through their own will or through force. AdvertisementNone of this should be retracted from the IPSR's value as a key part of developing FOIP, or its merits to articulate a clear defense vision for the Indo-Pacific region.
It's still early days, and we will likely see more elaboration on aspects of this manifestation of IPSR play from 2019 and through 2020, let's discreet commitments such as the Maritime Exercise ASEAN-U.S. Dialogue (AUMX) this September or the development of relations between Washington and regional states in priority regions. And some of these challenges can be overcome with time if FOIP upholds
over the next few years and its inclusive becomes more clear in practice and as we gain greater brightness on the future direction of U.S. politics after the November 2020 presidential election. But at least for now, the uncertainty in the future that remains for IPSR means that whatever the current opportunities that the IPSR offers for the US. politics, turning this out of reality will require to summarize all bits
of the grit that Shanahan referenced in his SLD remarks that the United States possesses to achieve FOIP. FOIP.
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